I. Introduction
The aim of this work is to give sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions of Nicoletti problem for an integro-differential equation with advanced argument in the form hit) (1) x'(t) = j f(t,x(t+s)) d s r(t,s), t e R + 0 fc (2) Nx -7 .
The problem (l)-(2) is called generalized Nicoletti problem, with N the Nicoletti's operator. It has been studied by J.Blaz-W.Walter [3] and by A.Bielecki-J.Blai [1] . Our purpose is to consider the problem in the n-dimensional euolidean space R n . Under conditions of Caratheodory type, we give specified formulation and the demonstration of a proposition indicated by J.Blafc-W.Walter [3] .
II. Notations and definitions
We choose the norm: ||y|| = max ¡yj in R n . We note by R i=1,n C = CiR -*", R n ) the set of all continuous functions from R + _ +oo to R and by V" r(t,s) the variation of the function accords=0 ing to positive real s for fixed positive real number t.
III. Existence theorem
We consider the problem (1)~ (2) Let 5 be the set of all the funotions zeC with IMIg = sup {||x(t)|| n : t e R + 1 < +oo . R We verify easily that the couple (E,|.|| E ) is a Banach space. Lst B be the Bet of all the functions x eS with Hx-rpllg S A, where A is like in 5 (H). B is obviously a bounded closed and convex set.
Definition. We call (generalized) solution for the problem (1) - (2) a function x defined from R + to R n , absolutely continuous on R + , satisfying the equation (l) almost every where on R + and the condition (2). Theorem.
If the hypothesis (H) occurs, then the problem (l)-(2) admits at least a solution in B.
For the demonstration of the theorem we need the following lemma: Ve deduce ffom 1, 3, 5(H) t" | (Tx) (t ')-(Tx) (t ")|| Q SV j m(u) du. R f
Then for e > 0, we can choose 6 > 0 suoh that we have the estimation H t I m(u) du <e/V for t"-t'<5 and for all function xe B. t' In this way all the hypothesis of the Schauder-Tychonoff theorem (see for example [3] ) about the fixed point are verified, which achieves the demonstration.
